
 
 

 
Dear Guests,
 
Welcome to SciPy.in, 2011 conference. The venue for the conference is Victor Menezes 
Convention Centre (VMCC), IITB campus, Powai, Mumbai. Below is the information that gives 
you general instructions and directions to help you reach various places inside IITB.
 
IIT Bombay Location:
 
IITB is in Powai , an eastern suburb in the North-Eastern part of Mumbai. For more information 
on how to reach IITB from various locations in Mumbai, kindly refer to Reaching IITB 
document.
 
IITB Main Gate:
 
On your arrival at the IIT Main gate near State Bank of India, you are requested to go through 
Security Check to enter the campus. Please inform the security officer that you are here to attend 
the SciPy.in 2011 conference. You may have to produce an ID proof upon request from the 
security personal, to be allowed into the campus. You are also requested to collect a pass/slip 
from the security, if you are carrying a personal laptop into the campus.
 
If you arrive at IITB Main gate by an auto rickshaw, taxi or your own vehicle, you may continue 
to use the same mode of transport further into the campus, upon completion of Security 
formalities.  
 
* Kindly carry the conference invitation/registration-slip/ticket, whenever you leave/re-enter 
the campus. This is required as you should present the same to the security during entry into the 
campus.
 
SciPy Information Kiosk:
 
The kiosk is setup beside the IIT Main Gate (onto your left, once you enter the gate). Please 
collect the keys for your allotted rooms from the concerned person present at the desk. You may 
also approach the desk for any other assistance that you require.
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Reaching the venue (VMCC):
 
From the Main gate (point A on the map),

Head towards Gulmohar Restaurant (straight road from the Main Gate)
↓

At the first junction (Gulmohar Restaurant), turn right 
↓

Walk ahead for 80m to reach another junction. 
↓

Enter the gate to your left to reach Infinite Corridor (right from the gate)
↓

Enter the Infinite Corridor, walk straight ahead passing Physics/Chemical Engineering Deptt.
↓

Further ahead, cross Aeronautical/Electrical Deptt.
↓

Walk further for 20m to reach VMCC (point B on the map) on the right.

 

Fig 1: IIT Main Gate - VMCC
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Reaching IITB Hostels:
 
Hostel 1:
From the Main Gate (point A on the map),

Head towards Gulmohar Restaurant (straight road from the Main Gate).
↓

Walk ahead on the same road passing the restaurant to your left.
↓

Keep walking until you pass the Convocation Hall to your left and reach a junction (10m).
↓

At this junction, take right so that the IIT playground is to your left.
↓

Walk further and take the first left after crossing the length of the ground.
↓

Hostel 1 (point B on the map)  is opposite to the Student Activity Center (SAC)/Swimming 
pool.

 

Fig 2: IIT Main Gate - Hostel 1
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Hostel 11:
From the Main Gate (point A on the map),

Head towards Gulmohar Restaurant (straight road from the Main Gate)
↓

Walk ahead on the same road passing the restaurant to your left.
↓

Keep walking until you pass Convocation hall followed by a Tennis court to your left.
↓

Walk further (20m) and Hostel 11 will be to your left.

 

Fig 3: IIT Main Gate - Hostel 11
 
For further assistance, you may contact:
 
1. Mr. Anand Raj - +91 9699 323 506      
2. Mr. Deepak Kharat - +91 9819 650 310      

 
----- Good luck, see you soon        -----
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